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Controllable step motors and rectifiers of magnetic flux quanta using periodic arrays
of asymmetric pinning defects
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We study the transport of vortices in superconductors with regular arrays of asymmetric pinning wells when
applying an alternating electrical current. The asymmetric traps are modelled by the superposition of two
interpenetrating square lattices of weak and strong pinning centers with separation smaller than the lattice
constant. We show that this system can induce a net rectifying or diode effect for the vortex motion, including
collective step-motor-type dynamics, where many vortices move forward a controlled and exact number of
pin-lattice spacings at each cycle of the ac driving force. This system exhibits a remarkable net dc response
with striking sawtooth-type oscillations. The net dc voltage responseVdc of the ac-driven vortices versus both
the half periodP and the amplitudeFL of the ‘‘square wave’’ ac drive has been detailed in the present work.
The influence of the equilibrium thermal noise, the shift between the two pinning sublattices, the degree of
translational and orientational disorder, and the size of the simulation system on theVdc response of the vortex
motion at ac drive has also been addressed. Devil staircase and Arnold’s tongue structures are revealed. We
also analytically derive all the key features of our numerical results. This system provides a very controllable
stepmotor for the control of collective motion. Our results applymutatis mutandisto arrays of Josephson
junctions, colloidal systems with optical traps, Wigner crystals, and any system with repelling movable objects
that can be pinned by a lattice of traps.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex dynamics in superconductors under the influe
of an asymmetric periodic potential has attracted consid
able interest in recent years. It can be used for designing
pumps, rectifiers, or diodes, as well as for focusing and le
ing flux quanta in designated target regions within a sup
conducting device.1–6 The control of the motion of vortices
using asymmetric pinning can be useful for applications
superconducting devices, including the removal of unwan
trapped flux in devices.7 Recently, several groups1–6,8–13

have made proposals for quite distinct ways of using pot
tial energy ratchets in superconductors. Most of the ear
studies on ratchet-type systems focused on asingle particle
moving on a one-dimensional~1D! asymmetric potential, as
opposed to motion in 2D potentials~e.g., Refs. 1 and 3–6! or
in three-dimensions~as in Ref. 6!. Also, other works14–16

studying asymmetric pins considered dc-driven cases, w
produce no vortex rectification.

A standard 1D potential-energy ratchet was used in Re
to move vortices inside superconducting samples using
drives. 2D asymmetric channel walls were introduced in R
1 and a graduated random pinning density was considere
Refs. 3 and 4, both rectifying the motion of interacting vo
tices. In such systems, thecollective interactionsamong vor-
tices are responsible for the dc transport of magnetic
under the influence of an ac electrical current applied to
system. Simulations3 and preliminary experiments4 show
that the ratchet effect of such pinning system works when
0163-1829/2003/68~1!/014514~14!/$20.00 68 0145
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number of vortices is larger than the number of pinning si
in the system. The system studied here rectifies the vo
motion for all values of the applied magnetic field, and n
just above the first matching field. Indeed, it becomes a m
effective vortex pump at and below the first matching fie
Thus, it operates in a different magnetic field regime.

Further investigations of the effect of the asymmetry
the pinning array and the pinning sites themselves will h
the design of more effective ways to control the motion
vortices in artificially nanostructured superconductors. O
of the simplest ways to produce asymmetric pinning site
to superimpose two interpenetrating arrays of weak a
strong pinning sites.15 This type of asymmetric geometry ca
be fabricated using electron-beam lithographic technique17

The results reported in this paper can be summarized
follows. Using molecular dynamics simulations, we inves
gated the stochastic rectification of ac-driven vortices due
the ‘‘ratchet effect’’ of asymmetric pinning traps. In contra
to Ref. 3, for an applied transverse ac electric current,
observe a net longitudinal transport of the vortices forany
value ofH/H1, not just forH/H1.1. HereH1 is the field at
which the total number of vorticesNv is equal to the numbe
of pinning centersNp . We have found that, for the two in
terpenetrating square pinning arrays with separationd, we
can easily control of the collective motion of the vortices. W
will also show how the net dc response, in the presence o
applied ac drive, varies as a function of~1! the distanced
between the two pinning square sublattices,~2! the ratio of
strong to weak pinning strength,~3! temperature, and~4! the
©2003 The American Physical Society14-1
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FIG. 1. ~a! A 2D illustration of the two interpenetrating square lattices of pinning sites withd50.2a0. The perioda0 of both the strong
pinning lattice~indicated here schematically by darker gray circles! and the weak pinning lattice~lighter gray circles! are the same. The shif
between the strong and the weak pinning lattice along they direction is denoted byd. Both pinning sites have the same size. T
corresponding asymmetric pinning potentialUp(y) is displayed for readers’ convenience.~b! 3D illustration of the pinning potential of the
interpenetrating lattices withd50.3a0.
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frequency and amplitude of the drive. The effects of bo
translational and orientational disorder are also studied
particular we detected a devil staircase structure in the
tem characteristics curve, which develops Arnold’s tong
when disorder is systematically increased.

Moreover, we introduce an asymmetry factor for this cla
of devices proportional to the difference between the vor
depinning forces in opposite directions. Such anasymmetry
factor is a crucial figure of merit characterizing the perfo
mance of this type of devices. We also analytically derive
the key features of our numerical results, including the
markable net dc response with striking sawtooth-type os
lations.

II. MODEL

Figure 1~a! shows a schematic diagram of the topx-y
view of a sample with interpenetrating arrays of weak a
strong pinning sites. The strong and the weak pinning s
are placed on two square lattices with spacinga0 and sepa-
rated by a distanced in the y direction. Here, we choosea0
51. Figure 1~b! shows a small portion of the potential e
ergy landscape over which vortices move. All pinning ce
ters are modeled by Gaussian potential wells15,18 with a de-
cay lengthRp . The pinning force exerted by thekth pin of
one sublattice on thei th vortex is

Fp
g~r i !52Fp0

g f 0

r i2Rk
g

Rp
expS 2Ur i2Rk

g

Rp
U2D , ~1!

wherer i represents the location of thei th vortex andRk
g is

the location of thekth pin of theg5w ~‘‘weak’’ ! and the
g5w ~‘‘strong’’ ! sublattice, respectively. The intensity of th
individual pinning force is denoted byFp0

g f 0. The total pin-
ning force acting on the vortex is obtained by adding up
singleFp

g(r i) terms for both pinning sublattices.
In our simulation, forces~per unit length! are taken in

units of f 05F0
2/8p2l3, with F0 the superconducting flux

quantum andl the superconducting penetration depth. Sin
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our pinning strengthsFp0
g are unequal, the asymmetry of th

lattice can be controlled byd. The driving force acting on the
vortices is the Lorentz forceFL5J3F0, whereJ is an ap-
plied electric current. Here, an ac current is applied to
sample along thex direction in thex-y plane, so that the
driving Lorentz forceFL is always parallel to they axis, i.e.,
FL[FL

y . The repulsive vortex-vortex interaction i
modeled19 by a logarithmic potential,Uvv;2 ln(r/l). Thus,
the vortex-vortex interaction force is

Fvv~r i !5Fvv0 f 0(
j Þ i

Nv l r̂ i j

ur i2r j u
, ~2!

where r̂ i j 5(r i2r j )/ur i2r j u. The intensity of the intervortex
interaction force isFvv0f 0 and the cut-off length for such
long-range force is set to 5a0. The overdamped equation o
motion for vortexi is given by

hvi5FL1Fvv~r i !1Fp~r i !1FT , ~3!

whereh is the viscosity coefficient, taken to be unity, andFT
represents the thermal contribution to the vortex moti
This is modeled19 by

FT5FT0
f 0 (

j
d~ t2t j !G~ t j !Q~v2qj !, ~4!

whereFT0
f 0 stands for the intensity of the thermal fluctu

tions, which in turn is proportional to the square root of t
temperature. The factorG(t j ) is a random number chose
from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unit va
ance at each timet j5 j t0 ; v5t0 /D is the probability that
the noise term acts on a given vortex (t0 is the discrete time
step andD is the mean time between two successive rand
noise pulses! andqj is a random number uniformly distrib
uted between 0 and 1. Finally,Q(x) is the step function with
Q51 for x.0 and 0 forx,0. Throughout the simulation
work reported here, we choset050.0067 andv50.9.
4-2
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The vortex equation of motion is solved by taking discre
time stepst0 in a 2D square sample containing two interpe
etrating arrays of strong and weak pinning sites with perio
boundary conditions in both directions. The initial vorte
positions are obtained by annealing: the sample is first
posed to high temperatures and then cooled down to
temperature. Afterwards the sample is subjected to a squ
wave alternating current along thex axis, producing a
square-wave Lorentz driving force along they axis with am-
plitude FL and half-periodP. The remaining simulation
lengths and forces are kept constant:Rp50.13a0 , l
52.6a0 , Fvv050.1, andFp0

s 50.5. Systematic simulation
runs were carried out only for a square sample with s
10a0310a0, ~i.e., Np5100). We tested samples of differe
sizes and geometries, as well, coming to the conclusion
our results are insensitive to the sample size, provided
the density of vortices and pinning sites is kept constant

A single trapped vortex can be extracted from an isola
composite pinning center by applying an external pull w
amplitude larger than a characteristicdepinning force,
namely,FL.Fm whenFLiy andFL.FM whenFLi2y. For
the pinning parameters adopted throughout the present w
one obtains numericallyFm.0.236 andFM.0.436, respec-
tively, for the weak and strong pin stopping forces. Not
that Fm and FM deviate from the relevant pinning sit
strength in opposite way, that isFm.Fp0

w andFM,Fp0
w .

III. VORTEX STEP MOTOR

To investigate the effect of asymmetric pinning on t
vortex motion under the action of an ac drive, we set first
separation between the two pinning sublattices,d50.2a0,
and the relevant pinning strength ratio,Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, so as to

maximize the asymmetry of the pinning potentialUp(y) in
Fig. 1~b!.15

The key transport quantity to be studied in this work is

Vdc5K 1

Nv
(

i

Nv

v i L
ac

,

where^ . . . &ac denotes the stationary time-average over
forcing cycle.

Figure 2~a! showsVdc versusP for different amplitudes
FL of the driving force. Each point plotted here was obtain
by averaging vortex velocity~1! over 200 forcing periods
each with about 104 to 106 MD steps. Longer time average
taken over up to 103P yielded a standard deviation forVdc
lower than 2%. Interestingly, on increasing the period of
driving force ~from P50 up to 5000t0 with a small step
DP510t0), sharp jumps in the rectified voltageVdc(P)
curves appear mainly for drive amplitudes in the ran
(Fm ,FM).

The role of the drive half-periodP in the rectification
process is critical. WhenP is sufficiently small, the driven
vortices cannot travel enough distance from one pinning
to another parallel to the driving force during a positive ha
period P, i.e., whenFLiy; the vortices will be then driven
back to the original pinning sites during the subsequent ne
tive half period withFLi2y, which results in a vanishingly
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small dc response of the vortices. Note that in the absenc
interactions with the pins and the surrounding vortices,
speed of an individual driven vortex would beFL ~ash was
set to 1!.

When the period of the driving force exceeds the thre
old value Pc;a0 /FL , for Fm<FL<FM the vortices can

FIG. 2. ~Color online! ~a! Time-averaged net velocityVdc vs the
drive half-periodP for different values of the forcing amplitudeFL

and constant magnetic fieldH/H151.05, in the absence of therma
noise. Notice thenonmonotonicbehavior ofVdc(P), with the larg-
estVdc values obtained forFL;0.4. ~b! CurvesVdc(P) for differ-
ent ratios of vortices to pins in the sample~note that Nv /Np

5H/H1) and fixed driving amplitudeFL50.3. The remaining
simulation parameters are:d50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, t050.0067, and

FT0
50. In panel~b! the horizontal dotted line isVM , Eq. ~7!, and

the open circles representVm(n), Eq. ~8!, for n51 –5.
4-3
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move a distance equal to or larger than the pinning lat
constanta0 during a positive drive half-period; as a cons
quence, the vortices get blocked one or more pinning cen
away from their starting location, in they direction, asFL

reverses sign: the system acts as a vortex rectifier. Moreo
it may be regarded as a controllable collective ‘‘step moto
of flux quanta as many vortices move forward in unison.

The origin of the rectification effect can be explained
follows. Let us consider an individual vortex approaching
composite pinning unit, consisting of a strong and a we
pinning site, subject to a driving force withFm<FL<FM . If
the moving vortex enters the pinning center through
weak pinning site~negative half cycle!, it gets stuck agains
the strong pin. In the opposite case~positive half cycle!, after
entering the pinning center the vortex is likely to climb ov
the less steep wall of the weak trap and thus exit the pinn
center in the positivey direction. For arbitrarily largeFL
values, depending on the direction of the drive, the vorti
would then move either less or more distance in one h
period than in the other one; this produces a rectified vo
transport in the positive direction.

To further clarify this mechanism in Fig. 3, we display th
trajectoriesy(t) of a single trapped vortex in the pinning
potentialUp(y); the corresponding velocitiesv(t) and driv-
ing forcesFL(t) are shown for the sake of a compariso
These trajectories have been obtained by simulating the
evolution of the collective vortex configuration at the fir
matching field,H/H151, where there is one~trapped! vor-
tex per pinning center and the vortex system moves rigidly
unison. Panels 3~a! and 3~b! contrast a locked versus a ratc
eted vortex array at different values ofP; the vortex stepwise
motion with shiftsa0 and 2a0 per cycle, respectively, is il-
lustrated in panels 3~b! and 3~c!.

The striking sawtooth-typeoscillationsof Vdc(P) for P
.Pc are a remarkable feature of this system. The very sh
peaks inVdc locate the optimal periods for the ac drivin
force to produce maximum rectification. The distanceP̃ be-
tween two oscillation peaks in each curve also depends
the drive amplitudeFL . As the optimal vortex displacemen
corresponding to two adjacentVdc(P) peaks isP̃3FL;a0

@see Fig. 3~c!#, the periodP̃ of a Vdc(P) oscillation nearly
coincides with the threshold valuePc ~see Sec. IX for a more
detailed discussion!.

The dependence ofVdc on the drive amplitudeFL is non-
monotonicas we proved by varyingFL from 0.3 to 0.8 in
Fig. 2~a!. If the drive amplitude is set below the rectificatio
threshold~i.e., FL,Fm), the trapped vortices cannot be d
pinned at all, which causes a highly suppressed dc resp
~a residual, mostlynegative, contribution toVdc may come
from interstitial vortices moving away from the pin center!.
On raisingFL aboveFm , the collective vortex stepmoto
mechanism sets on; vortices advance in the positivey direc-
tion increasingly larger multiples of the unit stepa0 per
cycle. Eventually, as the driving force grows larger than
strong pin stopping forceFM , all vortices will move back
and forth collectively, insensitive to the asymmetric pinni
lattice @see Fig. 3~d!#; hence the very weak dc response
FL.0.8 shown in Fig. 2~a!. In conclusion the vortex ne
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velocity attains necessarily a maximum for an appropri
value of the drive amplitude close toFM .

In Fig. 2~b!, we display the curvesVdc(P) for different
values of the applied magnetic field and a fixed drive am
tude FL50.3. A nonzero net average vortex velocity isal-
waysobserved, even when there are fewer vortices than
ning centers, that isH,H1. This is a remarkable property
when compared with vortex rectification in samples w
‘‘gradual’’ random pinning.3 There a nonzero dc respons
was obtained forH/H1.1, only, whereas the present syste
can rectify the motion of any assembly of vortices for
values ofH.

The threshold valuePc for the onset of vortex transpor
and the periodP̃ of the Vdc(P) oscillations in Fig. 2~b! are
almost identical, irrespective of the applied magnetic fie
The magnetic field densityH/H1, however, clearly impacts
the magnitude of vortex response through the collective
teraction among vortices. ForH/H1,1, ~i.e., the number of
vortices is smaller than the pins in the system!, the rectifica-

FIG. 3. ~Color online! Vortex displacementy, velocity v and
driving force as a function of time for different values of the ha
periodP and the amplitudesFL of the ac drive at the first matching
field H/H151: ~a! P5400t0, ~b! P5500t0, ~c! P51000t0 at
FL50.4, and~d! P51000t0 at FL50.5. The remaining simulation
parameters ared50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, FT0

50, andt050.0067.
4-4
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tion effect is the most pronounced because the vortices
be trapped more efficiently by the pinning centers as t
move back and forth during one drive period. On the co
trary, for H/H1.1 more and more interstitial vortices mov
back and forth rather freely, while the increased vortex d
sity causes a stronger vortex-vortex repulsion that weak
the pinning effect of the vortex traps; both effects tend
degrade the dc vortex response.

IV. VORTEX TRAJECTORIES FOR DIFFERENT AC
DRIVE PERIODS

In Figs. 4~a!–4~d!, we display the pinning sites~open
circles!, vortex positions~dots! and 2D vortex trajectories
~lines! at H/H151.05 for different half-periodsP of the ac
drive. Here, we set the drive amplitude toFL50.3 and chose
d50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52.

When the period ofFL is small, ~e.g., P;600t0), the
interstitial vortices can move back and forth in the drivi
direction and one can see clearly their trajectories in F
4~a!. The trapped vortices can move out of the pinning c
ters whenFLiy ~namely, points from the strong to the wea
pinning site in each unit!, but the travelling distance is
smaller than the spacinga0 of the pinning lattice. AsFL
reverses sign, these vortices will be driven back to th
original pinning centers; no net vortex transport takes pla

In Fig. 4~b!, at P5800t0, during the half period when a
driving force withFL.Fm points in they direction, the ini-
tially trapped vortices can move out of the pinning cent
and travel a distance equal or larger than the lattice cons

FIG. 4. ~Color online! ~a!–~d! Vortex trajectories at fixed ampli
tude FL50.3 of the ac driving force for different half-periodsP
5600t0 , 800t0 , 1000t0, and 1600t0. Here d50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w

52, FT0
50, t050.0067, andH/H151.05. The interstitial vorti-

ces shown in~a!, ~b!, and ~c!, become incorporated in the lattic
creating ‘‘solitonlike’’ discommensurations that propagate forwa
along the vertical columns.
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a0. These vortices may get trapped again, but in a nea
pinning center. During the subsequent drive half-peri
whenFL points in the negativey-direction~namely, from the
weak to the strong pinning sites in each unit!, the commen-
surate vortex rows cannot be driven back to their origi
pinning centers, becauseFL is smaller than the stopping
force FM of the strong pinning sites. Thus, the system b
haves as a ‘‘collective vortex step motor,’’collectively shift-
ing all pinned vortices by one step for each cycle. In the
asymmetric pinning arrays considered here, each pinn
unit can only trap one vortex. So, the more efficient n
vortex response to the ac driving force occurs at or below
first matching field,H/H1<1, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.

In Fig. 4~c!, we display the 2D vortex trajectories forP
51000t0, i.e., around the mid-point of the first sawtooth
the correspondingVdc(P) curve in Fig. 2~a!. We observe a
stationary dynamical regime, in which the interstitial vortic
move back and forth a distance larger thana0, but with no
net displacement in either direction, while the commensur
vortex rows advance a stepa0 per cycle in the positive
y-direction.

Figure 4~d! shows the 2D vortex trajectories forP
51600t0, right after and very close to the tip of the seco
sawtooth in the relevantVdc(P) plot. Here, the interstitially
flowing vortices disappear as they get absorbed in vertic
moving columns of vortices, which now flow slower in th
form of ‘‘soliton-like’’ discommensurations. This stationar
vortex flow phase can be also found in the dc driven cas20

~see Sec. XI!.
Finally, in Fig. 5 we focus on the interstitial dynamics

the subthreshold regimeFL,Fm , where no collective vortex
motion takes place. ForFL50.225 the untrapped vortice
can be found in two distinct dynamical phases, depending
the drive half-period: in panel~a! each interstitial runs par
allel to FL at the center of the channel delimited by the tw
adjacent~locked! vortex columns. Its average net velocity
negative; in panel~b! the moving vortices form mobile dis
commensurations. Discommensuration-bearing columns
in thepositivedirection like the regular vortex columns whe
FL.Fm . The interstitial response to the ac drive is respo

FIG. 5. ~Color online! Vortex trajectories in the subthreshol
regime FL50.225 for H/H151.01, and different drive half-
periods:~a! P51000t0, interstitial phase with negative average v
locity; ~b! P51800t0, discommensuration phase with positive a
erage velocity. The remaining simulation parameters are as
Fig. 4.
4-5
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sible for the small negativeVDC values reported in Figs. 2
and 6.

V. AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE OF THE NET DC
VOLTAGE

The plots in Fig. 6 clearly show that the ac driven vort
transport is appreciable only within the drive amplitu
range (Fm ,FM); the peak of theVdc(FL) curves is centered
at an optimal rectification valueFL and decreases with th
ratio of the vortex density to the pins in the sample. Both
plateaus of the dc response curves and the damped os
tions of their tail are consequences of the constant drive
riod used here. A larger amplitudeFL forces the vortices to
cross more pinning sites in each positive drive half-periodP,
thus producing a new plateau for each additional pinning u
they cross. These turn into damped oscillations when
driving force FL overcomes the stopping forceFM of the
strong pinning sites@see Fig. 3~d! for a vortex trajectory at
FL.FM].

For H/H151, theVdc(FL) curve exhibits neat, flat pla
teaus corresponding to commensurate lock-in transitio
where the amplitude of the back-and-forth motion of the v
tices matches the distancea0 between pinning sites~see Sec.
XI !. These lock-in plateaus are the analogs of the ‘‘Arnol
tongues’’ described in Ref. 21. The main lock-in plateaus
separated by sharp steps. WhenH/H1.1, the presence o
interstitial vortices blur the collective stepwise vortex moti
in the positive direction~the stopping forceFm weakens, too!
and the correspondingVdc plateaus get smeared out to for
the damped oscillations shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 6. ~Color online! Dependence of the net average veloc
Vdc on the drive amplitudeFL : squares,H/H150.83; circles,
H/H151; upward triangles,H/H151.05; downward triangles
H/H151.17, with fixed half-periodP51600t0. Here, d50.2a0 ,
Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, t050.0067, andFT0

50.
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VI. COMPARISON BETWEEN AC AND DC DRIVES

To better analyze the ratchet effect of asymmetric pinn
systems, it is interesting to study the vortex response to
drives in oppositey directions. In Fig. 7~a!, we report the
stationary average vortex velocitiesVdc

R (FL) and Vdc
L (FL),

versus the amplitude of a dc drive withFLiy and FLi2y,
respectively. The effect of the asymmetric pinning is app
ent. Indeed, it is easier to depin vortices when driven in
positive direction (FLiy) since the weaker pins are easier
overcome. A more detailed study of the asymmetric pinn
effect in the presence of a dc drive can be found in Ref.

In Fig. 7~b!, we compare the curve@Vdc
R (FL)

2Vdc
L (FL)#/2, computed from the data in Fig. 7~a!, with the

net average responseVdc(FL) to an ac drive as a function o
the amplitudeFL at fixed half-periodsP51600t0, and

FIG. 7. ~Color online! Average velocityVdc vs FL for ~a! dc
current drive alongy ~curve 1! and2y ~curve 2!, and~b! ac drive
alongy ~thin curves! at P51600, 1700t0, and half the difference
between the two dc-driven curves in~a! ~thick curve!. Here,
H/H151.05, d50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, t050.0067, andFT0

50.
The one-particle analytical prediction in Eq.~10! for uR,L are plot-
ted in ~a! for comparison~dotted curves!; the approximate adiabatic
Vdc-FL characteristic curve described in Sec. XI is drawn in~b! as
a dotted curve.
4-6
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1700t0. Notice that in the case of a square-wave dri
@Vdc

R 2Vdc
L #/2 can be regarded as anadiabaticapproximation

to the rectified voltageVdc ; this explains the close agree
ment between the two curves plotted in Fig. 7~b!.

VII. EFFECT OF THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS

In Fig. 8, we show the effect of thermal noise on the
response of the vortex motion. As seen in Fig. 8~a!, when the
thermal noise strengthFT0

is sufficiently small,Vdc is almost
‘‘locked’’ because the vortex lattice moves somewhat ‘‘ri
idly’’ due to the vortex-vortex interaction. On increasingFT0

above a certain value, which depends onFL , the average dc
velocities of the vortices drop rapidly. This is seen mo
clearly in the vicinity ofFM of the optimal valueFL;0.4

FIG. 8. ~Color online! ~a! Net average velocityVdc vs the am-
plitudeFT0

of the thermal noise forceFT for the ac driven case fo
different amplitudes,FL50.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.8, and fixed ma
netic field density,H/H151.05. ~b! Net average velocityVdc for
different ratiosH/H1 of vortices to pins in samples withH/H1

50.83, 1, 1.17, and drive amplitudeFL50.3. Here,d50.2a0 ,
Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, t050.0067, andP51600t0.
01451
,

@Fig. 8~a!# and for magnetic fields close to the first matchi
field @Fig. 8~b!#.

When the applied magnetic fields are either larger
smaller than the first matching fieldH/H151, thermal fluc-
tuations in the vortex response are more pronounced, see
8~b!. Therefore, the addition of thermal noise in the simu
tion alwaysweakens vortex transport. This is quite differe
from other types of ‘‘rectifiers’’~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 22!
where a broad peak in the net average velocity versus t
perature was observed.

VIII. ASYMMETRY DEPENDENCE OF THE DC
RESPONSE

A. Dependence on the pin-lattice mismatch

To investigate the effect of the asymmetry on the vor
motion, it is interesting to vary the parameters of the tw
square pinning sublattices. Here, we keep focusing on
incommensurate caseH/H151.05 with fixed drive half-
periodP51600t0. In Fig. 9~a!, we displayVdc as a function
of the separationd between the weak and strong pinnin
sublattices; the pinning amplitudesFp0

s andFp0
w are the same

as in the figures above.
Whend50, i.e., the two pinning sublattices overlap, th

pinning geometry is perfectly symmetric and, as expect
the vortex responseVdc vanishes. On increasingd, a nonzero
dc response appears due to the asymmetry of the pin
traps. When the composite pinning centers reach an opt
asymmetry~for d;0.2a0), theVdc(d) curves hit their maxi-
mum value~this behavior is apparent forFL;FM). For a
sufficiently large separation between the two pinning sub
tices ~e.g., 0.4a0<d<0.5a0), the two sets of pinning sites
no longer overlap; the effective pinning potentialUp(y)
turns symmetric again and the vortex dc response drops b
to zero.

B. Dependence on the pinning amplitude ratio

Another method to characterize the asymmetry of the p
ning potential is to vary the pinning amplitude ratioFp0

w /Fp0
s

of the two square pinning sublattices. In Fig. 9~b!, we show
Vdc for various amplitudes of the ac driving force as a fun
tion of the amplitude ratioFp0

w /Fp0
s with fixed valuesFp0

s

50.5 andd50.2a0. Here, we still focus on the incommen
surate caseH/H151.05 at a fixed half-periodP51600t0.

WhenFp0
w /Fp0

s 50, i.e., the pinning strength of the wea
pinning sublattice isFp0

w 50, the asymmetry of the ratche
pinning potentialUp(y) disappears; as a result the dc r
sponse is null. On increasingFp0

w /Fp0
s , the asymmetric pin-

ning effect becomes detectable due to the partial overla
the two pinning sublattices, until for an optimal asymme
ratio Fp0

w /Fp0
s .0.5, the vortex dc response attains a ma

mum. As the strength of the weak pinning sitesFp0
w ap-

proachesFp0
s , i.e., Fp0

w /Fp0
s .1, the asymmetry of the pin

ning potential vanishes again, and so does the net vo
transport in Fig. 9~b!.

The rectifying power of a ratchet device can be quantifi
in terms of an asymmetry factor proportional to the diffe
4-7
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ence between the stopping forces,FM2Fm . Theasymmetry
factor is a crucial figure of merit or key parameter charact
izing the performance of this type of devices. Figure

FIG. 9. ~Color online! ~a! Dependence of the net average velo
ity Vdc on the separationd between the strong and the weak pinni
square sublattices.Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52. ~b! Dependence of the net averag

velocity Vdc on the ratioFp0
s /Fp0

w between the amplitudes of th
strong and the weak pinning sit with fixedFp0

s [0.5 atd50.2a0. In
both figures, the half-periodP of the ac driving force isP
51600t0 , FL varies from 0.2 to 0.8,FT0

50, t050.0067, and
H/H151.05.
01451
-

shows the ratio of the difference between the stopping forc
FM2Fm , over twice their averageFM1Fm as a function of
both d and alsoFp0

w /Fp0
s . This asymmetry factor is very

clearly peaked atd'0.21 andFp0
w /Fp0

s '0.48. Also notice
that both curves are similar and that theFM2Fm dependence
on the separationd between the strong and weak pinnin
centers is apparently consistent with the simulation result
Fig. 9~a!, which indicated an optimald near 0.2.

IX. EFFECTS OF PINNING DISORDER

In this section we study systematically the effects of bo
the translational and the angular disorder of the asymme
pinning units. For an easier comparison with the results
the foregoing sections, we keep the following simulation p
rameters fixed:H/H151.05, P51600t0 , d50.2a0 , Fp0

s

50.5, andFp0
s /Fp0

w 52.

A. Spatial disorder

A controllable amount of disorder in the pinning lattic
can be simulated by displacing each pinning center from
square lattice positionRi0 at random20,23 according to the
rule

Ri5Ri01a0DRdisorder~nxx1nyy!.

Here,Ri is the final location of thei th pinning unit,nx and
ny are random numbers uniformly distributed between21
and 1 andDRdisordergauges the amount of disorder.

In Fig. 11~a!, we show the dc vortex current as a functio
of the drive amplitudeFL for different values ofDRdisorder.
On increasing the amount of spatial disorder, the peak va

FIG. 10. ~Color online! Asymmetry factor (FM2Fm)/(FM

1Fm) as a function of the ratioFp0
w /Fp0

s ~bottom axis! at Fp0
s

50.5 andd50.2a0 ~open circles!, and of the sublattice distanced
~upper axis! for Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52 ~solid circles!. The asymmetry factor

represents the difference between the critical depinning forces,
malized to twice the average depinning force.
4-8
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of the Vdc-FL characteristics decreases, while its plate
structure disappears altogether at largeDRdisorder. The peak

FIG. 11. ~Color online! ~a! Dependence of the net average
velocity Vdc on the amplitude of the ac drive force for increasi
values of the translational disorder parameter (DRdisorder

50,0.1, . . . ,0.6) of the pinning centers. The inset shows the dep
dence of the maximum values ofVdc in the curvesVdc(FL) on the
disorder strength parameterDRdisorder. ~b! Dependence of the ne
average velocityVdc on the amplitude of the ac drive for increasin
values of the orientational disorder parameter (Dudisorder

50,30°, . . . ,180°) of the asymmetric pinning sites. The ins
shows the dependence of the maximum values ofVdc in the curves
Vdc(FL) on the disorder parameterDudisorder. In both figures, the
half period P of the ac driving force isP51600t0 , d50.2a0 ,
Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, FT0

50, t050.0067, andH/H151.05.
01451
u

value ofVdc(FL) as a function ofDRdisorder is shown in the
inset of Fig. 11~a!. We emphasize that even if we scramb
the location of the asymmetric pinning centers to an effe
tively random distribution, here theirorientation is main-
tained parallel to1y. This explains why in the inset of Fig
11~a! the maximum vortex ratchet current approaches a fin
asymptotic value;0.2 for DRdisorder.0.4.

B. Angular disorder

The angular disorder of the asymmetric pinning sites c
be simulated by displacing the weak pinning center arou
the strong one in each pinning unit, while keeping their se
ration d50.2a0 fixed. We defineDudisorderas the maximum
deviation of the angle between the symmetry axis of
composite pinning unit~oriented from the strong to the wea
pinning centers! and the positivey axis, i.e.,

u i5nuDudisorder.

Here,nuP@21,1# is a random number uniformly distribute
and u i is the new~random! orientation of thei th pinning
unit.

In Fig. 11~b!, we show the vortex current as a function
the drive amplitudeFL for different values ofDudisorder.
With increasing the angular disorderDudisorder, the maxi-
mum of theVdc is largely insensitive toDudisorderas long as
Dudisorder&120°. Moreover, asDudisorder grows larger than
120°, the peak value of theVdc(FL) curves drops quickly;
their plateaus shrink and eventually vanish. Finally,
Dudisorder5180°, i.e., when the angular disorder of the pi
ning lattice is complete, no rectification of the ac driven vo
tex motion is detectable.

C. Devil staircases and Arnold’s tongues

Devil staircase structures with many plateaus of differ
sizes can appear in systems with two competing period
ties. In our samples, one periodicity is temporal~the applied
ac drive, producing periodic spatial oscillations of vortices
a sample with no pins!, while the other periodicity is spatia
~the periodic array of pinning centers!. Physical examples o
ac driven systems exhibiting devil staircase structure incl
charge density waves and Josephson junctions. The plat
are also known as phase-locking regions, and the widest
teaus are typically the ones near the center of the stair
structure, which is also the case in our system. The width
these plateaus can change as a function of the system pa
eters, forming distorted elongated triangles or ‘‘Arnold
tongues.’’

Our system here has many degrees of freedom, wh
interact with each other and also with the many poten
wells in the sample. This is similar to another vorte
system21 and in contrast with the typical nonlinear circ
maps~which exhibit very clean and mathematically well d
fined devil staircases and Arnold’s tongues! that only have
two degrees of freedom, as opposed to very many as in
case.

Figure 12 shows a diagram of the width of the plateaus
Vdc versusFL for an increasing degree of orientational di

-
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order Dudisorder. When the latter is zero, the width of th
plateaus is maximum. When it increases to 30°,60°,90°,
so on, two general trends can be observed:~a! the width of
theVdc plateaus shrinks, and~b! these tend to shift to highe
values ofFL .

These results are physically reasonable and can be
plained as follows: Increasing the degree of orientational
order decreases the effectiveness of the rectifier by mis
igning the pin units with respect to each other~thus,
shrinking the width of theVDC plateaus! and requires
slightly higher values ofFL to achieve similar levels of rec
tification ~thus shifting the plateaus to higher values ofFL).
The shrinking plateaus shown in Fig. 12 are known as
nold’s tongues in the literature on commensura
incommensurate systems.

X. SAMPLE SIZE DEPENDENCE

To further confirm our simulation results and conclusio
we have tested our simulations for various sample sizes
Fig. 13, we show results of our simulations in 10310, 10
316, 20316, 20320, and 30330 pinning lattice systems a
fixed magnetic field densityH/H151.05. The spacing be
tween pinning sites is alwaysa0. Notice that the actual num
ber of vortices grows with the number of pinning sites. T
other parameters are chosen asd50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, FL

50.3 andFT0
50. The original vortex lattices for each cas

are obtained from similar annealing processes.
As seen in Fig. 13, the onset, the oscillation period a

the strength of the dc responseVdc for the vortex motion
versus the half periodP of the ac drive are essentially th
same for all these systems. The unavoidable minor fluc
tions are due to the disorder of the vortex lattice at the
commensurate magnetic field densityH/H151.05. Some ad-
ditional very small peaks~the most visible ones nearP
52000t0 andP52500t0 for Np5400 pinning sites! are due

FIG. 12. Width of the plateaus inVdc @shown in Fig. 9~b!# vs the
degree of orientational disorderDudisorderof the asymmetric pinning
centers. These plateaus inVdc follow a devil staircase with an Ar-
nold’s tongue structure~which is shaded in the figure!. These
shaded tongues correspond toVdc'1.2 ~black!, 0.8 ~gray!, and 0.4
~light gray!, in Fig. 11~b! for various values ofDudisorder. The re-
maining simulation parameters areP51600t0 , d50.2a0 ,
Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, FT0

50, t050.0067, andH/H151.05.
01451
d
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to the fact that sometimes interstitial vortices, that norma
drift in the negative direction, are either dragged along by
moving vortex lattice~Stokes’ drift24! or join altogether a
moving vortex column thus becoming adiscommensuration
~see Fig. 5!. Discommensuration-bearing columns advan
in the positive direction, which translates into higher valu
of Vdc(P), as seen in Fig. 13.

XI. ANALYTICAL DISCUSSION

A full analytical interpretation of the vortex ratchet flow
simulated above lies beyond the reach of today’s n
equilibrium statistical mechanics. Nevertheless, close to
first matching fieldH/H151 there are no interstitial vortice
and therefore the overall vortex dynamics can be analyze
a good accuracy through a simplified one-particle approa
The current literature on overdamped ratchets in one dim
sion can thus provide us with the necessary guidance.22,25–32

For H/H151 the effects of the vortex-vortex interactio
cancel out for geometrical reasons so that we can just ign
them. The net potentialUp(y) felt by a noninteracting vortex
moving parallel to the applied Lorentz force in they direc-
tion, results from the linear superposition of all pinner pote
tials, corresponding to pinning forces~1!, along one lattice
column. As one can see from Fig. 1~a!, Up(y) is a periodic
asymmetric potential capable of sustaining a ratc
current22,25,26; in the absence of thermal fluctuations its re
tifying power is mostly limited to the amplitude window
(Fm ,FM), with Fm,FM . We recall that the two limiting
valuesFm and FM can be computed numerically from Eq
~1!: For the pinning parameters shown in Fig. 1,Fm

.0.236(;0.255Fp0
w ) and FM.0.436(;0.55Fp0

s ) @also
see Fig. 7~a!#. Indeed, as discussed before, it is physica

FIG. 13. ~Color online! Net average vortex dc velocityVdc vs
the half-periodP of the ac driving force for different sizes of th
simulation system:Np5100, 160, 320, 400, 900 for afixed mag-
netic field densityH/H151.05. Even though the system size grow
the number of vortices is always 5% higher than the number
pinning sites. Here,FL50.3, d50.2a0 , Fp0

s /Fp0
w 52, FT0

50, and
P51600t0.
4-10
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reasonable to expect thatFm;Fp0
w andFM;Fp0

s .
The curveVdc versusP for H/H151 in Fig. 2~b! can be

reproduced fairly closely. First of all, we need to determ
the activation half periodPc , when the rectification mecha
nism sets on all of a sudden:Pc must be long enough for a
single vortex to drift from one pinning well to the adjace
one along ay column, by climbing the less steep side of t
Up(y) well it sits in @i.e., in the positivey direction for the
Up(y) potential of Fig. 1#. The net vortex velocitŷu& over
such a distance is a nonlinear function ofFL . A rough esti-
mate of^u& can be given by assuming that the vortex velo
ity inside a pinning well tilted in the positive direction wit
FL.Fm is FL2Fm , while in the flat region between pinner
is justFL ~remember that the viscous constanth has been se
to one!. In other words,̂ v&;FL2Fm @when FL.Fm and
^v&;FL in the space between traps#. Also, the longitudinal
size of the double pinning well structure in Fig. 1 can
conveniently approximated todp52Rp1d (50.46a0 here!.
Thus,

^u~FL!&5k~FL!FL5FLS 12
dpFm

FL
D . ~5!

For the sake of a comparison with the simulation data
ported in Figs. 2–8 the explicit value of the correcting fac
is k(FL50.3).0.64. Our estimate for the half periodPc is
then

Pc5
a0

^u&
5

a0

k~FL!FL
. ~6!

In Fig. 2~b!, a05150t0, and therefore prediction~6! for Pc
yields Pc5780t0 within less than 2% from the numerica
estimate 760t0 from our simulation.

The curveVdc vs P in Fig. 2~b! shows a sequence o
peaks of the same heightVdc5VM . These peaks appear
the following periods:

P~maximum Vdc!5nPc1«,

where« is very small, i.e., to the driving condition when
single vortex can advance by exactlyn lattice constantsa0 in
the y direction during half a forcing cycle~getting immedi-
ately trapped asFL reverses its sign!. The peak velocity is
therefore

VM5
na0

2nPc
5

k~FL!FL

2
. ~7!

The minimaVm(n) of the curveVdc versusP at H/H151
occur at these periods:

P~minimum Vdc!5nPc2«,

as the vortex drifts a distancena0 in a half-period of duration
(n11)Pc ; accordingly,

Vm~n!5VM

n

n11
, n51,2,3, . . . . ~8!
01451
-

-
r

Both predictions forVM andVm(n) are displayed in Fig. 2~b!
as compelling evidence of the one-particle approach w
H/H1;1.

Figure 6 shows a typical plot of the ratchet currentVdc
versus the drive amplitudeFL : For P51600t0 the first three
horizontal steps of theVdc versusFL characteristics have
roughly similar widthsDFL.0.07 and are equally space
with DVdc.0.047. Both features are well reproduced by t
heuristic argument in Eqs.~5! for the average net vortex
velocity ^u(FL)& and Eq. ~6! for the periodPc . Periodic
jumps in theVdc(FL) curve occur for the discrete solution
FL5Fn of the equation

Fk~F !Pc5na0 ,

namely

Fn5nF01dpFm , ~9!

with F05a0 /Pc . When Pc51600t0, then F05a0 /Pc
50.0938. Only two jump amplitudesFn fall within the rec-
tification window (Fm ,FM), i.e., F2.0.30 andF3.0.36
(F1'0.2 is shifted to 0.24, becauseVdc is zero belowFm
;0.24). As a consequence, the rising branch of theVdc ver-
sus FL characteristics plot exhibits only three horizont
steps

Vdc~n!5nDVdc ,

with n51,2,3 and DVdc5a0 /Pc50.047. For P/t0
53200 (4800) the simulation reveals six~nine! jumps
within the rectification window~not shown here! in agree-
ment with Eq.~9!. The favorable comparison thus achiev
establishes the validity approximation~5! over the entire rec-
tification window ~possibly with appreciable deviations i
the vicinity of Fm).

Finally, Fig. 7 also deserves a closer inspection. The
per panel shows the stationary velocities

Vdc
R 5Vdc~1FL!

and

Vdc
L 5Vdc~2FL!

of a single vortex driven to opposite directions by a dc sig
of intensity FL , in the absence of thermal fluctuationsFT0

50 and forH slightly larger than its first matching valueH1
(H/H151.05). On ignoring the role of the unpinned vortic
~here fewer than 5%!, we can try to extend the one-partic
approach to this problem, as well. The velocity versus fo
u-FL characteristics for a particle moving on a noiseless o
dimensional periodic substrate is reasonably well appro
mated by the formula

uR,L~FL!5AFL
22Fm,M

2 ~FL.Fm,M !, ~10!

which is exact in the case of asinusoidalpotentialUp(y).32

Here, one usesFm if the vortex is being driven against th
stopping forceFm ~i.e., to the right!, and vice versa.

In Fig. 7~a! the agreement betweenVdc
R anduR is by far

much closer than betweenVdc
L and uL . The reason for this
4-11
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discrepancy is twofold:~i! The right hand side of the poten
tial wells in Fig. 1 are too steep to be fitted to a sinusoi
function with appropriate amplitude and wavelength. App
ently such an approximation works better for the low
slopes encountered by a vortex being pulled in the oppo
direction. ~ii ! Interstitial tails are easily detected in bo
curvesVdc

R andVdc
L , with the interstitial effect looking more

pronounced in the negative direction, i.e. forVdc
L .15

In Fig. 7~b! we compare the net velocityVdc of the vor-
tices subjected to a square-wave periodic signalFL(t) with
the most obviousadiabaticapproximation@Vdc

R 2Vdc
L #/2. As

shown by Bartusseket al.,26 the adiabatic curve~for P
→`) embeds all theVdc curves for finiteP. Formulas~10!
can be used to reproduce the adiabatic curve from simula
provided that one first adds an adequate interstitial tai
uL(FL). For simplicity we fitted the interstitial tail ofVdc

L by
means of a straight curve

uL
i ~FL!5~H/H121!FL for 0<FL<FM

and the constant offset

uL
i ~FM !.0.022 for FL.FM ;

the resulting adiabatic curve@uR(FL)2uL(FL)2uL
i (FL)#/2

is plotted in Fig. 7~b! for the sake of comparison.@We have
implicitly assumed that the interstitial contribution toVdc

L

becomes negligibly small asFL grows larger thanFM ; the
interstitial contribution toVDC

R has been discarded altogeth
for simplicity.#34

Both adiabaticVdc curves suggest the existence of a sm
negativecurrent peak due to the interstitial vortices, that
low forcing amplitudes ~from the simulation 0.11,FL
,0.19) appear to drift in the (2y) direction. This reverse
current is due to the interaction of the interstitial vortic
with the pinned vortices. Note that the profile of the negat
peak in the simulated adiabaticVdc curve resembles the
larger positive one. Indeed, we observed that in this forc
regime all interstitial vortices are confined between pairs
locked vortex columns subject to an effective potential w
lower stopping forces, but with a reversed asymmetry w
respect toUp(y). When the bound vortices spend more tim
in the deeper wells, the asymmetry of the vortex-interacti
based ‘‘interstitial pinning’’ isreversed, since the interstitial
vortices are ‘‘repelled’’ from the deeper~occupied! wells. A
detailed analysis of the interstitial dynamics lies outside
scope of the present work, and is described in a sepa
publication.35

XII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER VORTEX RECTIFIERS

The proposals in Refs. 1 and 3 are significantly differe
from the one here. A few differences, among others, inclu
the following: ~1! In Ref. 3 all pinned vortices do not move
while here they do.~2! In Ref. 3 only the motion of intersti-
tial vortices is rectified, while here only the motion of inte
stitial vortices is not rectified~besides a very small interstitia
effect which appears only for subthreshold drives,FL
<Fm). ~3! In Ref. 3 all individual pins are symmetric, whil
here these are nonsymmetric.~4! In Ref. 3 the coarse-graine
01451
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~spatial scale of;l) pinning landscape is nonsymmetri
while here it is symmetric.~5! In Ref. 3 there is no ‘‘current
inversion’’ when varying the applied force, while here the
is. ~6! Very importantly, in Ref. 3 there is no controllabl
‘‘stepmotor’’ of vortices, while here there is. Thus, the sy
tems in Ref. 3 and the one proposed here are significa
different, often opposite.

Furthermore, the system in Ref. 1 is vastly different fro
the one in Ref. 3 and the one described in this manusc
For instance, items~1! to ~6! above are not directly appli
cable to Ref. 1 because: Ref. 1 has~a! no interstitial vortices,
~b! it has no individual pins acting directly on the movin
vortices,~c! it has no current inversion,~d! it shows no con-
trollable step-motor behavior,~e! its performance is optima
at intermediate temperatures instead of at low temperat
for Ref. 3, etc. The device in Ref. 1 is a completely differe
type of system from others, possibly the first boundary-ty
ratchet ever proposed. From the point of view of microfa
rication, the proposal in the manuscript could be eas
implemented via lithography, while Ref. 3 has been realiz
at Argonne4 via irradiation ~although it could also be real
ized, using lithography!.

Last but not least, in this work we derive analytically a
the main features observed numerically, while Refs. 1 an
include no analytical work. In addition, other ratchet sy
tems, e.g., Josephson junction arrays,11,12 have very smooth
potentials, limiting their rectifying power.

XIII. APPLICATION TO OTHER SYSTEMS, INCLUDING
COLLOIDAL PARTICLES

It is important to emphasize that our results apply muta
mutandis to arrays of Josephson junctions, colloidal syste
Wigner crystals, and any system with repelling movea
objects that can be pinned by a lattice of traps. For instan
it directly applies to colloidal particles flowing through
Pachinko-like array of laser beams. Our results here co
form the basis of a technology to sort colloids or biologic
molecules.36 The ‘‘dictionary’’ here is~i! magnetic→ elec-
trical interactions;~ii ! vortices→ micron-size colloidal par-
ticles; ~iii ! superconductor medium→ liquid; and ~iv! array
of traps made by electron beam lithography→ array of traps
made by optical holography. Indeed, our proposal here
be easily implemented as in Ref. 37. This requires:~a! using
holographic optical tweezers to createtwo interpenetrating
arrays of ‘‘locally asymmetric pinning traps,’’ with weak an
strong wells within each trap, instead of one; and~b! apply-
ing an ac drive to colloidal particles~instead of a dc drive, as
in Ref. 37!. This would produce a very controllable way t
collectively and orderly move particles forward by quantiz
distances. Thus, our proposal here could be easily mad
the lab, and its dynamics readily visualized, as in Ref. 37
addition, if some particles have different sizes, their dyna
ics would be different from the other particles, and this cou
be used for important applications~e.g., particle segregation
and sorting at the microscale!.36 Evidence of this appears in
recent experiments37 motivated by simulations.21 Thus, the
impact of the proposal here goes beyond superconducto
4-12
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XIV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have studied both numerically and a
lytically the transport of vortices in superconductors w
regular arrays of asymmetric pinning centers when apply
a time-dependent alternating ‘‘square wave’’ electrical c
rent. The asymmetric pinning centers are modeled by
superposition of two interpenetrating square lattices of w
and strong pinning centers with separationd. We have found
that the arrays of asymmetric pinning centers can induc
‘‘diode effect’’ ~Ref. 33! for the vortex motion which results
in a nontrivial dc response when applying an ac current.
have found a striking oscillation of theVdc response of the
vortex motion versus the period of the ac drive. The op
mum magnetic field densityH/H151 and the dependence o
theVdc response of the vortex motion on the amplitudeFL of
the ac drive and on other parameters was studied. Moreo
the Vdc versusd phase diagram reveals a strong depende
of the nonzero dc response with ac driving for the vortices
the separationd between the two pinning sublattices in th
present work. Finally, we have demonstrated that the ca
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